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About This Content

Welcome to south Florida and the Florida Keys! This DLC for Aerofly FS 2 features the southern part of Florida, including
historic Key West. You will be mesmerized by the breathtaking views while you fly over major attractions like Fort Zachary

Taylor, the Martello Museum, Duval Street, Key West cemetery, The Key West Southernmost Point, or fly out to the Dry
Tortugas for a trip over some of the nicest scenery seen in Aerofly to date.

This South Florida DLC includes:

A large coverage area with over 400 miles of shoreline to explore

Up to 50cm per pixel aerial images at selected places

Miami City and Miami Beach fully rendered in high definition

The most cultivation ever seen in a single scenery package, including accurate night lighting

9 accurately modeled airports and 2 heliports; Key West International, NAS Key West, Marathon International,
Tavernaero Air Park, Ocean Reef Club, Homestead ARB, Miami Executive, Miami International, Miami Opa Locka,
Dry Tortugas National Park Helipad, and NAS Helipad.

Many custom objects to capture the feel of the Florida Keys
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The system requirements for this DLC are slightly higher compared to the main program. For a smooth simulation we
recommend to use a 3D graphic card with at least 2 GB of dedicated RAM and comparable in performance to a NVIDIA

GeForce 760 GTX or newer.

If you want to experience this DLC in VR we highly recommend to use a NVIDIA GeForce 1060 or faster with 4 GB of
dedicated RAM for smooth performance.
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Title: Aerofly FS 2 - USA South Florida
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
IPACS
Publisher:
IPACS
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Quad core CPU 3.0 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 4.5 compatible 3D graphic card with at least 2 GB of RAM

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,German,French
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Fun time waster :). A little bit disappointing that the Ferrari Test track does not have a working pit lane! I wanted the ability to
use this test track; pit change settings and tires and go back out! I can do this on every track except for this DLC track!
Annoying!. true salt music I love it
. Spawn in to nothing but a simple tutorial then go to a black world with 7 or more platforms then spawn me back where i
started. This game is trashy af.  I NEVER Review anything here on Steam, but this DLC MUST be reviewed.
This one was my first review ever.

Pros:
It is the BEST DLC Ever in the category: useless DLC

Cons:
Its guns are useless. There are MANY other standard guns on the game that are waaay better than the crap this pack gives...
Furthermore, as far as I can remember, you STILL HAVE TO BUY THE DANG GUNS (in game, obviously)!

So, no, do NOT buy this. Use your money to buy something more useful, like ice cream...
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What a wonderfully weird game! You paint objects by wrapping rope around them. Yes, no mistake. Visually pleasing, and
relaxing gameplay-wise (unless you're going for three flowers every level) - what's not to like? Give it a shot, it's fun.
. 7\/10

Home Run Solitaire is a solid solitaire experience. As you complete levels and earn money, you can use it to buy both passive
and active upgrades to help you in subsequent levels. The game is a good length, and unlike the Revills other game Chef
Solitaire, you begin unlocking your final upgrades towards the end of the experience rather than about halfway through.
Although there are more than four active abilities to unlock, you can take only four into a level with you. This is neat, and allows
you to create a "build" that you prefer - however, I felt that there were clear winners when it came to these abilities. There were
two abilities that dropped in a card that you could immediately use, one that dropped in a wild card, and of course the lightning
bat, that removes all of the top cards in each stack on the board.

The "humor" in the game is typically puns on the names of the opposing teams by one of the announcers, Frank. I suppose it was
amusing enough, although rather groan-worthy. Additionally, there were times when I wondered if developer Revills Games had
ever played baseball, after listening to some of the things that were highlighted by the announcers.

If you like this sort of solitaire game, you really can't go wrong here. Just like in Chef Solitaire, the Revills have little mini-
games that pop up from time to time as you play. I thought these were generally OK, although your mileage may vary. One very
small gripe I had was that there were achievements for activating certain inferior abilities 40 times. I tend to like picking up the
achievements as I go, but in my opinion, the abilities I was asked to activate were inferior to others that I had available. For
instance, the soda can always drops an Ace when activated, but when compared to abilities that drop cards that can always be
used, or a wild card? It pales in comparison. I felt the same way about the foam finger, which shuffles all of the cards on the
board - there were times that I would use it and still not have a play. Therefore, if you want to snag all the achievements, you
might have to self-handicap for a little while.. Good game if you have friends (so sad) I really like it, so fun the customization is
really sick, more for just $9.99, besides that pretty good FTP hope more people play it and also hope they add more maps the
IDEA IS AMAZING if you read this let me know and we should play :D. Firstly, I've been playing Everquest for 14 going on 15
years at this point. The amount of hours that Steam has tracked don't do me any justice. That being said, Everquest has some
serious problems. There was a time when I would have recommended the game and I have recommended the game. That time is
past.

Pros:
- A good community. The community overall is full of nice and helpful people. Yes, there is some people who definitely don't
fit that description but they are few and far between.

- The game being modeled after tabletop D&D. The fact that somebody can have a max level character with all the best stuff in
the game and still miss\/have attacks dodged by lower level mobs is hilarious.

Cons:
- Servers. This has been a hot topic lately on both the forums and in game. The last several months especially there has been a
ton of problems with servers crashing regularly and lagging. Additionally, the other major problem server related is the fact that
they continue to create new servers when the game's population is relatively small. With the introduction of progression servers
a lot of guilds on the regular servers have disappeared entirely which has also snowballed into people quitting the game because
the rest of their friends moved on to progression servers. The developers of this game only seem to pay attention to the latest
and greatest progression servers while the regular servers suffer badly. I speak from experience on this as my guild of 14 years
went from about 40-50 regular raiders down to about 3 other people online every now and then besides myself. Daybreak has
done an excellent job of destroying long established communities.

- Customer Service. Customer service since Daybreak took over for Sony has been hit and miss at best. Where the GM's used to
help you with everything no problem now you sometimes get a GM that says "sorry, just do it again." or "sorry, just wait for a
fix."

- Expansions. The expansions are a copy and paste disaster of already existing content. The last 8 expansions have been
primarily copy and pasting of mobs while simply increasing the numbers (I.E. the mobs levels and how hard they hit). This sadly
applies to the raid content as well as the vast majority of raid mobs have become humans or other playable races. The
imagination factor of creating beastly looking creatures to slay is gone and dead.
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- Lack of communication. The developers don't have a whole lot to say in regards to these issues. The only things they talk about
for the most part are their "new" progression servers where you have the ability to start all over again. Additionally, when you
add the game to steam the most recent news is from back in 2013 where they announce the launch of Call of the Forsaken. They
haven't had any news to add to steam in 4 years evidently. (I guess The Darkened Sea, The Broken Mirror and Empires of
Kunark weren't news worthy.)

- Lag. If you play with any sort of graphics on the game actually runs pretty badly. I got my computer sometime around
2012-2013 and play with all the newest models and spell graphics on (as you should be able to do in any game, especially one as
old as EQ). I use the Steam FPS meter to monitor how well the game performs and in group content FPS ranges anywhere from
15-60 with an average of about 25 FPS. On raids FPS will range anywhere from 0 (the meter simply disappears)-15 FPS. To put
things in perspective, heres a list of my PC specs:

Intel Core i7 3930k @ 3.20GHz

2x NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660

32 GB RAM*EDIT: Since I listed these PC specs I have since had one of 660's die. I upgraded to 1x NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1070 and gained virtually nothing for doing so. I notice maybe 1 more FPS over my above mentions. (Benchmark: 
http:\/\/www.3dmark.com\/3dm\/20295692?)*
**EDIT: Recently upgraded my entire computer. i7-6950X, 2x NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti and 131 GB RAM.
Nothing has changed. I've never played a game that runs so poorly. I would think given my PC's specs it would run so
good I'd have to turn on V-sync but that's not even close to the case. (Benchmark: 
http:\/\/www.3dmark.com\/3dm\/20373384?)**

- Graphics. The game still very much looks like an old Playstation 1\/Playstation 2 game. The graphics were good for
back when this game was created. Some of the graphics were even upgraded to look better in 2001. However, there
hasn't been any modernization improvements since then. Games today like RIFT and Elder Scrolls Online are
significantly more pleasant to look at. Additionally, when you first enter a zone the game has a tendency to zone you in
before any of the textures load. That being said the entire game world looks like gray squares and nude character models
until the textures catch up.. After three hours of gameplay, I still have no idea what Aentity is about, what its rules are,
the story or pretty much anything. What I am certain of, is its value as an abstract art generator, which can decorate your
living room without paying a fortune, or perhaps serving as a book cover, or otherwise generally aiding you in artistic
matters.

I am giving the thumbs up very tentatively, but I urge people to try it on their own.. Sublime. Perfect. Amazing. Those
words do not describe this game. This game is too good. TOO GOOD, for words to describe it. If you love atmospheric
games, and puzzles games, or just are interested in the power of audio (specifically ambient audio) to convey a message
or feeling in art, then then is a MUST. It is absolutely amazing.. Great game! It brings back memories from when I was
younger and I was playing Caesar 3!
The graphics and the layouts are improved, but the camera rotation needs some practice until you get used to it.
That annoying market lady who used to let people on her street starve is now gone and people visit the market
themselves.
If I'm not mistaking, there used to be only one type of houses in Caesar 3, which evolved into the 3 classes according to
what services were provided to them. Now there are 3 different types of houses from the start, one for each class, and
they still evolve individually when they get access to different services.
I think it was a good choice to try Caesar 4 instead of playing Caesar 3 again. It's the newest of them so you should
definitely give it a try :). \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. Average game.
Typical history. Typical puzzles.
Somwhat boring.
Not bad, not good.. The art in the game is nice. That's nearly everything positive I can say about it.

The game itself is most completely an interactive story, which I wouldn't mind... if it weren't so incredibly bland.
Both the plot and the love story are very plain and boring. They lack any twists, any surprising features, any conflict or
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struggle to provide at least a little emotional response. Well, there is a clumsy attempt at conflict; however, there is just a
single (hidden!) spot in the whole game where you get a brief mention why their love is "forbidden" (and no, it's not
because they are both girls, it's much more stupid and makes zero sense). Without a proper unfolding of backstory it's
really hard to empathize with Ceress.

The writing could help, but it's also as simple as the plot itself. Stupid mortal! Stupid mortal! Why do you continue to
push our conveniently placed levers to open the doors and try to escape??

As a result, the game is totally forgettable.
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